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General information about personal data at Bewi Cellpack A/S. 

It is our personal data policy that we do not collect, store and process information about you that is not 

necessary for our operation of our company. In our dialogue with you as a customer, we can receive 

personal data, but do not need sensitive information, which is why this is generally not collected and 

stored. 

We distinguish between personal information, general information and sensitive information. If you are 

employed, or have been employed by Bewi Cellpack A/S, there may be a need to store information of a 

sensitive nature, e.g. information about union membership, health or similar. 

Job search 

If you apply for a job at Bewi Cellpack A/S, personal data will be deleted as soon as the current job is filled, 

and data will be stored and processed only by the company's management in the recruitment process. 

There are fixed procedures so that personal data in the process does not come to unauthorized persons. 

Contact marketing. 

Bewi Cellpack A/S is committed to continuously protecting privacy, and therefore we collect e.g. not data 

about you as used in marketing directed at you. We do not broadcast e.g. newsletters, etc. 

Contact - B2B collaboration 

Bewi Cellpack A/S has personal data stored in the company's systems, solely to be able to service our 

customers' wishes. However, we point out that this is ordinary personal data, ie e.g. contact information, 

such as information about company name, contact person, company address, postcode, company phone, 

company e-mail, etc. Information only concerns the company and is thus not personal data, but only 

general information that is necessary for dialogue between us and customers and suppliers.  

Information will generally be stored as long as it is relevant to the collaboration between Bewi Cellpack A/S 

and the company you represent. 

Storage of personal data 

Under current law, your personal information must be stored securely and confidentially. We store 

personal information in our IT system, to which only relevant employees with us have access. All 

workstations etc. is secured with passwords, so we ensure that data can not be made available to 

unauthorized persons. 

 

 

 



 

The right of access, objection, rectification and deletion 

You have the right to gain insight into what personal information Bewi Cellpack A/S holds about you. In 

relation to a collaboration, it will typically be name, e-mail, etc. (see above) which are only relevant to be 

able to conduct the business relationship. If you are employed by us, we have more data, see also 

previously described above. 

You have the right to object to the data we hold. However, we again point out that we only store personal 

data that is relevant to the business relationship, and at the same time point out that we may be obliged to 

store data for accounting use for up to 5 years. If you have had an employment relationship, we may 

similarly be obliged to store data about you. See also above. 

You have the right to have incorrect personal data corrected without undue delay, including the right to 

have any missing personal data added, taking into account the purposes of the processing. 

You have the right to have personal data about you deleted if it does not contravene Bewi Cellpack A/S's 

storage and documentation obligation, cf. the Accounting Act. 
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